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ABSTRACT

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
has led the development of advanced imaging sensors and
image processing technologies for space science and Earth
science missions. NASA considers the transfer and

commercialization of such technologies a fundamental
mission of the agency. Over the last two years, efforts have
been focused on the application of aerospace imaging and
computing to the field of diagnostic imaging, specifically to
breast cancer imaging. These technology transfer efforts offer
significant promise in helping in the national public health
priority of the early detection of breast cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the leading cause of death among women
between the ages of 35 and 50. Over 182,000 new cases ff
this disease were diagnosed in the U.S. in 1993 with 46,000
deaths, and statistics show that one in eight women will
develop breast cancer at some time in their lives. Health care
costs associated with breast cancer in the U.S. total more
than $8 billion per year [1]. The early detection of this
disease through the application of advanced imaging
technologies has been identified by _e National Cancer
Institute (NCD as a high priority [2].
NASA's Astronomy and Earth Sciencesmissionshave
driventhedevelopmentofmany imagingtechnologies.These

missions and breast imaging have many common
requirements:fineresolutiontocapturegreatdetailinimages,
awide dynamicrangetocapturestructuresspanningordersff
magnitudeinbrightness,and sensitivitytolow lightlevels
toreduceexposurerequirements.Imagingbreasttissuefaces
many technicalchallenges,from resolvingfinelydetailed

structuressuch as microcalcifications(anearlyindicatorcf
breastcancer)tobeingabletoprovideimagessimultaneously
showing fibroustissueand fattytissue,which have a great
dealof differencein theirX-raytransmissionlevels. In
addition,the difficultiesin diagnosingdisease from

mammograms resultina largevariabilitybetweenindividual
physicians,whichcouldbe aidedby intelligentsystems.
One NASA-driven developmenthas alreadyfounditsway
intoclinicaluse as partof theLORAD stereotacticneedle
biopsysystem. The charge-coupleddevice(CCD) camera

usedinthissystemwas originallydesignedand builtforuse
inthe Hubble SpaceTelescopeImagingSpectrograph,and
providesa high-resolution,high-conWastimagein realtime
to guidea physicianin theaccuratecollectionofa biopsy

samplefiomsuspiciousimagedbreastlesions.The Hubble
CCD, coupledwith a high-speedphosphorscreen,gives
greatlyincreasedsensitivity,contrastand resolutionover

previous methods. The result is a less traumatic, lower cost
($800 vs. $2,500 typically for surgical biopsy), non-surgical
biopsy procedure for the more than 500,000 American women
who undergo breast biopsies each year.

NCI-NASA PARTNERSHIP
In 1993, NASA and the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
signed an Agreement to work together to identify applications
of emerging aerospace technologies to solve important needs
in diagnostic imaging. The initial focus of this partnership
has been on the national priority of early breast cance_
detection.

The NASA Technology Applications Team at Research
Triangle Institute assisted NASA and NCI in searching
applicable technologies fi'om throughout NASA and other
Federal laboratories. Forty-three technologies fi'om the
aerospace and defense community were evaluated for their
potential cont_bution to digital image acquisition, computer-
aided diagnosis, and telemammography.
Workshops in May 1993 and May 1995 have served as a
forum for Federal laboratory and contractor scientists and
engineers to establish a dialogue with professionals from the
medical imaging industry and academic community [3]. As
a result of the initial workshop, a number of R&D
partnerships have been formed, and NASA and NCI joined to
issue a Program Announcement in requesting proposals far
technology transfer to digital marnmography.

X-RAY DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT

Followinga competitive,peer-reviewprocess,NASA and

NCI havesupportedfiveprojectsthatofferthe promise ff
developingdirectdigitalmammogtaphy systemswith high
resolutionand wide fieldofview. Directdigitalmethods
offertheadvantagesofgreatersensitivityto X-rays,a wider

dynamicrangeallowingimaging of both dense and fatty,
breasttissues,and improvedimage qualityasa resultofthe
highercontrastprovidedby the image detectorwhen

comparedtox-rayfilm.
First,NASA and NCI aresupportinga CCD/Scintillation

FiberDetectorprojectthatwilluse specially-dopedplastic
scintillationfiberstoconvertx-raystransmittedthroughthe
breastintobluclight.Thislightisthenimagedby custom-

designedchargecoupleddevicesdesignedfor ultrahigh
sensitivitytobluelight.The projectmarriesthescintillation
fiberexpertiseof Nanoptics,Inc. with CCD imaging
experienceof the NASA Jet PropulsionLaboratory,
developedto supportplanetaryexplorationmissions,and
willbetestedattheUniversityofSouthFlorida[4,5].

The secondprojectinvolvesthe testingand prototype
developmentofsiliconpixcldetectorsdevelopedby Nova
R&D, Inc.andHughesAerospace.Developmentofsilicon
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pixel detectors was funded by NASA, the U.S. Army, and
the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization for both space-
borne sensors and non-destructive radiography of munitions.
These detectors have the advantage of being directly sensitive
to x-rays (no scintillation material is required) and are cheaper
to produce than CCDs since they are fabricated using CMOS
technology. Tests at the University of Toronto will
determine their suitability for use in a digital mammography
system [6]. In each of these first two projects, prototype
digital mammography units will be fabricated and tested over
the next 1 to 2 years with each achieving 50 micron or better
pixel resolution over a 24 x 30 cm image area.
In the third project, the NCI is supporting work being
conducted at NASA's Langley Research Center and the
University of Virginia to develop CCD Mosaic detectors [7].
This project is developing an area mosaic of charge-coupled
device (CCD) arrays to achieve a large field of view. By
taking 3 images from slightly different positions, a large
format, mosaic image is generated with high resolution. The
CCD mosaic device will result in a 18 by 24 cm image size
with 16-18 line-pairs per millimeter resolution,
corresponding to a 30 micron pixel size. This detector offers
excellent image quality and short image acquisition times
and has the ability to be retrofitted to existing hospital
mammography units. This technology was developed as a
follow-on to Langley's remote atmospheric sensing program,
and a prototype system demonstration is underway.
Fourth, the University of Massachusetts has teamed with
I.,oral Fairchild Imaging Sensors and NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center to develop a "digital mammographic cassette."
The primary objective is to develop a high performance
imaging module offering high quality digital imaging
capability to the average mammographic facility without
major modification of existing equipment. While not
providing full-field mammography, the imaging module will
be designed to provide diagnostic quality images both far
localization and spot views.
The final project seeks to transfer over 10 years of R&D into
high resolution CCDs for macromolecular crystallography to
digital mammography, resulting in a modular, sealeable,
high performance system for full breast imaging. Researchers
from the University of Virginia and Brandeis University are
developing a detector with high quantum efficiency, large
dynamic range, and near real-time readout. Similar to the
mosaic technique being pursued by NASA Langley, these
CCD detectors will be configured into an area array to
provide full breast coverage.

APPLICATIONS OF SETI

NASA's SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence)
Program was faced with the challenge to develop high
performance methods for detecting weak radio signals buried
in cosmic noise, a problem analogous to the early detection
of breast cancer. Methods developed in response to this
challenge were 10 times more sensitive and processed data
100 times faster than any detection algorithms available at the
time of their development. Generalizations of these methods
may generate superior methods for finding early signs

breast cancer in mammograms digitized from x-ray film and
those produced directly using CCDs. NASA is funding a one
year study of this hypothesis using a large database
mammogram images compiled and analyzed by the Moffitt
Cancer Center at the University of South Florida. Early
results from this study indicate that statistical analysis
through wavelet transforms can be used to define healthy
tissue and then automatically recognize diseased tissue, thus
increasing the efficiency of breast cancer screening. The study
is currently focused on comparing this work with traditional
computerized and human-assisted cancer detection methods.

SUMblARY

NASA is focusing effom on transferring relevant aerospace
technologies to create improved quality x-ray images that
will enable detection of smaller and more subtle features
found in the early stages of breast cancer. Through its
parmerships with the NCI, other government agencies,
universities and physicians concerned with imaging
technologies and women's health, significant progress is
being made in the efforts toward the early detection of breast
cancer.
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